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Introduction:  Using data from the CRISM instru-
ment [1], we have mapped the temporal variability of
water ice absorption bands over the near-polar ice
mound in Louth Crater, Mars.  Our observations docu-
ment a transport process that is seasonally refreshing
and replenishing the periphery unit with water ice from
the surrounding regolith during spring. This transport
process may play a role in stabilizing the Louth ice
mound and other similar ice deposits.

Louth Crater: Louth Crater is a 36km diameter
crater on the northernmost tip of Utopia Planitia at
70°N, 103.2°E that is a highly appealing site for inves-
tigation of polar processes due to the presence of a
15km wide perennial water ice mound which displays
layering and has been likened to the North Polar Resid-
ual Cap [2,3]. Louth Crater is covered with seasonal
CO2 ice each winter and is subsequently uncovered be-

tween Ls=50-60 [4,5]. In addition, thermal modeling of
the stability of the ice mound at Louth allows us to
place constraints on aspects of the mound which are
difficult to directly observe, such as the conductivity,
porosity and layering in the ice mound and surround-
ing regolith [6].

H2O ice index: The absorption band depth of water
ice at 1.5 μm can be used as a proxy for ice grain size
[5] and so sudden reductions can time any switches
from ablation to condensation. The H2O ice index [7]
will increase with grain size or decrease if finer
grained water ice is deposited on coarser grained ice. It
is defined as (R(λ) is reflectance at a wavelength λ):

H2Oindex=1−
          R (1.5)
R (1.394 )0 .7 R (1.75 )0.3

Figure 2 – Interpretive model of H2O transfer process at Louth Crater during northern spring and summer. (left) From L s=0-
60, Louth Crater is covered in CO 2 ice, shown in red. Water ice (blue) in the regolith is trapped within and beneath. (center) At
Ls=60, the CO2 ice sublimes and water ice in the regolith begins to sublime, and is trapped on the nearby cold surface of the
water ice mound, depositing a find grained layer around the edge of the ice mound. (right) From L s=80-90, no more water ice
is available on the regolith around the ice mound, and the ice around the boundary of the mound is relatively fine-grained.

Figure 1. H2O ice index images at
Louth crater as a function of solar lon-
gitude (from Ls=59-149, left to right)
for Mars Year 29, 30 and 31. The tem-
poral scale is not linear, the images are
time ordered from left to right. Points
to note: 1.) The amount of water ice on
the surrounding regolith decreases
from Ls=59 to Ls=165, and reaches a
stable minimum amount by ~Ls=92. 2.)
The water ice index on the water ice
mound increases relatively steadily
over the first two Mars Years (29, 30)
3.) The water ice index decreases
around the edge of the mound, particu-
larly on the north side around Ls=92 in
each Mars Year (green arrows) and
also on the south side of the ice mound
(pink arrows).
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H2O depositional mode flips:  We have previously
used observations from the CRISM instrument of the
north polar cap during late summer for four Martian
years, to monitor the summertime water cycle in order
to place limits on the amount of water ice deposited
and sublimated in summer [8]. The most compelling
result of this mapping was the identification of regions
and periods of 'net deposition' and 'net sublimation'.
Identifying the presence of these transitions enables us
to reinterpret the dynamics first identified by [9] using
the concept of “depositional mode flips”, a previously
unrecognized observable.

Results: As seen in Fig. 1, a short period of deposi-
tion on the outer edge of the ice mound during late
spring coincides with the disappearance of seasonal
water frost from the surrounding regolith, suggesting
that this deposition is locally sourced within the crater.
Fig. 1 shows a time lapse series of H 2O index maps
during northern spring to summer in MY29-31, show-
ing changes in water ice dynamics over the Louth ice
mound, with a stretch that is intended to bring out
changes on the high side of the index. The H2O index
increases from Ls=59, when seasonal CO2 ice is finally
disappearing, to Ls=108. 

We used a 1D transport model reported in [6] to
compare to the results of our CRISM study (Fig. 3).
The model assumes a constant windspeed of 3 m/s and
is run for a range of surface albedos. CRISM observa-
tions constrain the timing of the transition from accu-
mulation to ablation (where zero is crossed in this plot)
to Ls=83-100, which is consistent with modeled albedo
of 0.37-0.41 (solid lines).

Discussion: The periphery of the Louth ice mound
differs from its central regions by being rough, finely
layered, and lacking wind-blown sastrugi [2]. These
combined lines of evidence suggest we are observing a
process that is seasonally refreshing and replenishing
the periphery unit with water ice from the surrounding
regolith during spring.  

Our interpretation of the observations is shown dia-
grammatically in Fig. 2. As the springtime CO2 ice cap
disappears from the landscape, the water ice that is left
as a residuum on the regolith can be cold trapped onto
surrounding exposed water ice bodies, as we see at
Louth, and no doubt on other craters with ice mounds,
such as Dokka and Korolev, and potentially the ice
bodies bordering Olympia Undae [5]. The presence of
fresh fine-grained ice increases the albedo of the sur-
face, which has a cooling effect on the underlying ice
mound and suppresses sublimation. 

The spatial pattern of frost formation on the mound
suggests that southwesterly winds are responsible for
carrying water vapor across the mound, leading to a
~4km wide zone of frost formation. This finding may
help explain the observations that craters <9km in di -
ameter do not possess ice mounds [3]. Water vapor de-

rived from regolith on larger craters might not be able
to be transported efficiently to the crater edge or rim,
and would be more likely to be trapped on an ice
mound in the interior of the crater, which we have
shown happens at Louth.

Summary: 1. We have established for the first time
that the Louth Crater ice mound ablates throughout
summer, at least until Ls=150 (Fig. 1). 

2. The outer edge of the Louth water ice mound ex -
changes water ice with the surrounding regolith. As the
region warms in spring, water ice sublimates from the
regolith surface and is then cold trapped as fine-
grained ice onto the edge of the water ice mound. This
fine-grained water ice exchange may contribute to the
fine layering observed by Conway et al. [3] and the
texture of the periphery unit of the ice mound [2].

3. The spatial pattern of frost formation on the
mound suggests that southwesterly winds carry water
vapor across the mound. This effect may play a role in
explaining the observation that no craters <9 km in di-
ameter possess water ice mounds.

4. The surrounding regolith is usually neglected in
1D models when calculating stability of exposed sur-
face ice on Mars [6]. This work shows that surrounding
regolith can act as an enhanced source of water vapor
in some seasons and should be included in future as-
sessments of ice stability.
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Figure 3 – Cumulative mass balance plot for a 1-D accu-
mulation model for the water ice mound at Louth (see [6]).
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